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Abstract 
Many sound sources emit series of discrete sounds. Auditory perception must bind these sounds 
together (stream integration) while separating them from sounds emitted by other sources (stream 
segregation). One cue for identifying successive sounds that belong together is the predictability 
between their feature values. Previous studies have demonstrated that independent predictable 
patterns appearing separately in two interleaved sound sequences support perceptual segregation. 
The converse case, whether a joint predictable pattern in a mixture of interleaved sequences 
supports perceptual integration, has not yet been put to a rigorous empirical test. This was mainly 
due to difficulties in manipulating the predictability of the full sequence independently of the 
predictability of the interleaved subsequences. The present study implemented such an independent 
manipulation. Listeners continuously indicated whether they perceived a tone sequence as 
integrated or segregated, while predictable patterns set up to support one or the other percept were 
manipulated without the participants’ knowledge. Perceptual reports demonstrate that predictability 
supports stream segregation or integration depending on the type of predictable pattern that is 
present in the sequence. The effects of predictability were so pronounced as to qualitatively flip 
perception from predominantly (62%) integrated to predominantly (73%) segregated. These results 
suggest that auditory perception flexibly responds to encountered regular patterns, favoring 
predictable perceptual organizations over unpredictable ones. Besides underlining the role of 
predictability as a cue within auditory scene analysis, the present design also provides a general 
framework that accommodates previous investigations focusing on sub-comparisons within the 
present set of experimental manipulations. Results of intermediate conditions shed light on why 
some previous studies have obtained little to no effects of predictability on auditory scene analysis.  
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Introduction 
The auditory system constantly needs to parse the acoustic environment into meaningful 
streams of information, such as the utterance of a speaker, the song of a bird, or the sound of a train 
moving on the rails. This parsing process is called stream segregation [1]. In turn, the individual 
elements that have been identified as belonging to one sound source (e.g., the speaker) need to be 
bound together over time (stream integration). These auditory scene analysis processes are 
supported by a number of acoustic grouping cues that can be summarized as feature similarity 
between the signals emitted by the different sound sources [2,3]. Signals that are similar to each 
other are likely to be integrated (i.e., perceived as originating from the same sound source), whereas 
dissimilar signals are likely to be segregated (i.e., perceived as originating from different sound 
sources). More recently, it has been shown that feature predictability is also taken into account 
within auditory scene analysis [4,5] (see also early work by [6]). Specifically, when the sounds 
within a stream are arranged in predictable patterns, listeners are more likely to segregate this 
stream from other acoustic input. The present study investigates whether predictable patterns can 
also be used as a grouping cue for stream integration. 
Sequential auditory scene analysis is often investigated using the auditory streaming 
paradigm [7]. In this paradigm, participants are presented with a tone sequence made up of two 
different tones, ‘A’ and ‘B’. The tones are arranged in a continuously repeating ‘ABA–’ cycle, 
where ‘–’ represents a silent gap whose length is equal to the duration of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones. The 
difference between ‘A’ and ‘B’ lies in an acoustic feature such as pitch, location, timbre, or any 
combination thereof. These sequences can be perceived in at least two different ways. Depending 
on the amount of feature difference and the rate of tone presentation, participants tend to perceive 
the ‘ABA–’ sequence as originating from one sound source (integrated) with a galloping rhythm, or 
from two different sound sources (segregated), one made up of the ‘A’ tones, and the other made up 
of the ‘B’ tones repeating at half the rate of the ‘A’ tones [3,7]. With prolonged exposure to such 
sequences, perception switches back and forth between the integrated and segregated (and possibly 
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other) alternatives [8–15]. This perceptual bi- or multistability has been interpreted as a sign of the 
system exploring different grouping alternatives [16–18].  
Early on, it was suggested that the perceptual decision between integration and segregation 
should not only depend on the feature (dis)similarity between the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones, but also on 
regular (predictable) patterns formed by the tones within each putative stream [6,19]. This idea was 
based on the rationale that the signal emission pattern could be a qualifying characteristic of a given 
sound source (e.g., the pattern of a train moving on the rails). Effects of sequential predictability 
were indeed shown when participants were actively trying to hear out the predictable stream [20–
22]. Because these effects pertained to temporal predictability, they were ascribed to rhythmic 
attending [6,19]. Attempts to demonstrate a more general role of sequential predictability within 
auditory scene analysis (without the involvement of attentional processes) initially proved 
unsuccessful [23,24]. Both studies showed that predictability does not affect the integrated or 
segregated perception of a sequence when listeners simply report their current percept, without any 
attempt to hear out a particular stream. The authors concluded that predictability is not used as an 
early, automatic grouping cue, but comes into play at a later stage of auditory scene analysis 
contingent upon the involvement of attentional processes (see also [1]). 
More recently, the possible role of predictability within auditory scene analysis has been re-
examined, partly motivated by a better understanding of the processing of auditory predictability 
[25–27]. The emerging consensus suggests that feature predictability is used as a cue for auditory 
stream segregation not only when a predictable stream is in the focus of attention [20–22,28] but 
also when a predictable stream needs to be suppressed in order to perform a given listening task 
(e.g., ignoring the repetitive sound of a train while following a conversation; see [4,28,29]). Feature 
predictability also biases perceptual reports with neutral listening instructions; i.e., when the listener 
does not attempt to hear a given sequence in any particular way [5,30,31]. Even during passive 
listening (i.e., without any active task associated with the sound sequence), predictability affects 
auditory scene analysis as shown by electroencephalographic measures [32]. 
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This suggests that feature predictability is a more powerful grouping cue than previously 
assumed [1]. The precise mechanism by which predictability acts upon auditory scene analysis is 
still unclear. One interpretation that is consistent with the available evidence suggests that detecting 
the presence of a predictable pattern stabilizes the corresponding auditory stream by increasing the 
perceptual coherence of its elements, thus making this stream easier to maintain for longer periods 
of time [5,17,18,30]. If this interpretation is correct, then the same mechanism should apply when 
the listener perceives only one stream – in other words, predictable patterns should stabilize an 
integrated percept when compared to an arrangement of similar tones with randomly jittered feature 
values. This inference has not yet been tested empirically. 
In the aforementioned studies [4,5,28–30,32], feature predictability was set up so that 
predictable patterns were introduced separately into the ‘A’ and/or ‘B’ tone sets (e.g., continuous 
repetition of ‘123123…’, with ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ representing three slightly different frequency values 
within the ‘A’ tone set). The resulting predictable condition was then compared with a condition in 
which the tones within each set were arranged with the same amount of feature variation but in 
random succession (e.g., ‘213312122313…’). As predictability was embedded separately into the 
‘A’ and/or ‘B’ tone sets, the overall ‘ABA–’ sequence was never predictable. Predictability was 
hypothesized to support the segregated perceptual organization in this case, and indeed, an increase 
in measures of stream segregation was found [4,5,28–30,32]. 
One previous study attempted to address the converse case, a possible effect of feature 
predictability on stream integration [23]. This was done by introducing a predictable pattern into the 
whole (‘ABAB’) sequence, and contrasting this with a random arrangement of the sequence. 
Unfortunately, in this specific design, introducing predictability into the whole sequence also made 
the ‘A’ and ‘B’ subsequences predictable. The co-variation of the presence of predictability in the 
overall sequence (corresponding to the integrated percept) and in the subsequences (corresponding 
to the segregated percept) might have maintained the balance between the integrated and segregated 
perceptual organizations, causing the null effect observed by the authors. Indeed, the authors 
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mention this as a possible confound, and suggest that experiments with independent manipulations 
of the predictability of the overall sequence and the subsequences are needed [23]. To the best of 
our knowledge, no such independent manipulation has been performed up to now.  
To study the effects of predictability on integration and segregation independently of each 
other, the present experiment provides an independent manipulation of predictability in the overall 
‘ABA–’ sequence and the ‘A’ and ‘B’ subsequences. This was achieved by systematically changing 
the sequential dependencies between successive tones within and/or across the ‘ABA–’ triplets, 
such that these tones would or would not be predictive of each other. In the framework suggested by 
[18], this corresponds to strengthening or weakening the links between pairs of sounds, which 
would have immediate consequences on their perceptual coherence (see also [33]).  
As in previous experiments studying the role of predictability on stream segregation (e.g. 
[5]), a moderate amount of feature jitter was introduced into the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tone sets to yield a 
certain degree of unpredictability as a baseline for assessing the effects of introducing predictability. 
The jitter pertained to the features of frequency, location, and onset time, which were conjointly 
varied to enhance the chances of predictability extraction. 
--- insert Figure 1 at about here --- 
Experimental conditions differed in how the feature values of successive tones related to 
each other (cf. Figure 1). In condition 1 (no perceptual organization predictable), the feature value 
for every single ‘A’ and ‘B’ tone was chosen randomly. This condition had a lower degree of 
predictability than any other condition and can thus be regarded as a baseline.  
In condition 2 (segregated organization predictable), the feature values of successive tones 
within each subsequence (i.e., separately for the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones) changed in a predictable 
manner. Based on the results of previous studies [5,30], this manipulation was hypothesized to bias 
perception towards stream segregation compared to the baseline condition 1.  
In condition 3 (integrated organization predictable), all tones within an ‘ABA’ triplet shared 
the same feature value, whilst the feature values changed randomly from triplet to triplet. Thus all 
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the links connecting ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones would be strengthened, whereas none of the links between 
successive ‘B’ tones would be strengthened, and only half of the links connecting successive ‘A’ 
tones (the ones falling within but not the ones across triplets). Therefore, this manipulation was 
hypothesized to bias perception towards stream integration.  
Condition 4 (integrated and segregated organizations predictable) combined the 
predictability manipulations implemented in conditions 2 and 3. Consequently, all possible 
sequential links were strengthened, causing the tone sequence to be predictable both within the 
integrated and within the segregated perceptual organizations. Perceptual reports in this condition 
were hypothesized to fall between those in conditions 2 and 3. 
Finally, in condition 5 (no-variation control) all feature values were constant. This was done 
for comparison with the classical variant of the ‘ABA–’ streaming paradigm, which usually does 
not include any feature jitter. Note that in terms of predictability, condition 5 is most similar to 4 
because in both conditions, feature values are predictable within the integrated as well as the 
segregated perceptual organization. A comparison of these conditions is informative about the 
impact of feature similarity within each stream independently of the impact of predictability. Note 
that feature predictability and similarity were confounded in some previous studies in which the 
predictable condition was created via feature constancy (as in the present condition 5) whereas the 
unpredictable condition was created via feature variation (as in condition 1). The present design 
thus allows us to disentangle the effects of feature similarity from those of predictability.  
 
Methods 
Participants. Twenty healthy volunteers (mean age 23.7 years, range 19-30 years; 2 left-
handed, 1 ambidextrous, 17 right-handed; 8 male, 12 female) took part in the study. All participants 
had reportedly normal hearing. None of the participants were taking any medication affecting the 
central nervous system. In compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki, participants gave written 
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informed consent after the experimental procedures had been explained to them. Participants 
received course credit or modest financial compensation for their participation. 
Apparatus and Stimuli. Participants were seated in an acoustically shielded chamber. 
Sinusoidal tones with a mean level of 70 dB sound pressure level were presented binaurally via 
Sennheiser HD25-1 closed-back on-ear headphones in a cyclically repeating ‘ABA–’ pattern. 
Stimulus levels were measured using a HEAD acoustics HMS III.0 artificial head measurement 
system. Participants were provided with a response keypad containing four buttons to be pressed 
with the middle and index fingers of their left and right hands. 
Stimuli were arranged in five conditions defined by the presence or absence of jitter in the 
feature values (see below) and by four different versions of arranging the jitter (see below for 
detailed description, see Figure 1 for a schematic illustration for each condition). Each condition 
was administered in a separate 4-minute stimulus block. 
Participants received further stimulus blocks with the same instructions and similar (‘ABA–
’) stimuli. For half of the participants, the additional blocks with similar manipulations but different 
parameters were conducted before the current experimental blocks. For the other half of the 
participants, the additional blocks with a different manipulation were administered after the current 
experimental blocks. Results of these two pilot experiments are not reported here.  
The ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones were delivered with a common duration of 75 ms (including raised 
cosine onset and offset ramps of 10 ms duration each). The mean frequency of the ‘A’ tones was 
400 Hz, and the mean frequency of the ‘B’ tones was 5 semitones higher, i.e., 534 Hz. Depending 
on condition, both tone sets varied in frequency around their mean (nominal) value by an amount of 
±0.5 semitones. This small amount of variation was chosen to preserve similarity within each set 
while promoting a clear differentiation between the two sets. 
Depending on condition, the perceived source location of the tones was also varied. This 
variation was implemented via jittering the interaural time differences (ITD values of ±500 μs) and 
the interaural level differences (ILD values of ±10 dB) around the mean values of ITD=0 μs, 
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ILD=0 dB (perceived as coming from the midline). ITD and ILD values were co-varying, intended 
to simulate tones coming approximately from ±90° left/right from the midline. 
The ‘ABA–’ cycle was delivered at a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 150 ms between 
successive elements, thus giving the whole cycle a duration of 600 ms. Consecutive ‘A’ tones were 
separated by a 300 ms SOA with a ‘B’ tone inserted midway between every second pair of 
consecutive ‘A’ tones. Thus the SOA between successive ‘B’ tones was 600 ms. Depending on 
condition, a jitter of ±35 ms around the nominal onset points was applied separately to each tone 
(i.e., the tones were shifted forward or backward in time). 
Onset time, frequency, and location were co-varied in nine discrete steps covering the ranges 
specified above with linear spacing. The resulting smallest step of the jitter on each feature 
dimension was at or somewhat below the just-noticeable difference to allow for nine different steps 
while keeping the overall ranges of the feature values at manageable levels. The middle (fifth) step 
thus corresponded to the nominal value, whereas steps 1 to 4 produced tones that were slightly later, 
lower in frequency, and left-lateralized, and steps 6 to 9 produced tones that were slightly earlier, 
higher in frequency, and right-lateralized. For each individual tone, one of the nine steps was 
chosen, and this choice determined all three feature values. 
In the conditions with jitter (conditions 1 to 4), each of the steps (1-9) occurred equally often 
to ensure that the amount of long-term (overall) feature variation (i.e., over the course of the whole 
sequence) was identical across conditions. Note that the amount of short-term feature variation (i.e., 
from one tone to the next) nevertheless differed between conditions; this will be discussed below. 
The assignment of the steps to the individual tones was either chosen randomly or followed pre-
defined regular patterns. In condition 1 (no perceptual organization predictable), the order of the 
steps was entirely random.  
In condition 2 (segregated organization predictable), the steps changed in an ordered 
manner across subsequent tones independently within each set (‘A’ and ‘B’). Separately for the ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ tones, the steps were slowly progressing from 1 to 9 and back (i.e., 
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1234567898765432123…). This corresponds to separately introducing sequential predictability 
between successive ‘A’ tones (‘A1–A2’ and ‘A2–A1’, where ‘A1’ and ‘A2’ refer to the first and 
second ‘A’ within the same ‘ABA–‘ triplet) and between successive ‘B’ tones (‘B–B’). Because the 
order was progressing twice as fast for the ‘A’ as for the ‘B’ tones (due to the higher stimulation 
rate), the regularity in the overall (‘ABA–’) cycle spanned 9.6 seconds, thus it was unlikely to 
become a strong grouping cue. 
In condition 3 (integrated organization predictable), the three tones within an ‘ABA’ triplet 
were assigned the same step value, whilst the step for the next triplet was chosen randomly. This led 
to a pattern of the type ‘222-444-999-111-777…’ for the overall (‘ABA–’) cycle. Hence, the feature 
value of the ‘A1’ tone was predictive of the feature value of the subsequent ‘B’ tone, which in turn 
was predictive of the subsequent ‘A2’ tone. Unavoidably, the ‘A1’ tone was also predictive of the 
‘A2’ tone within the same triplet. Importantly, however, ‘A2’ was never predictive of the next ‘A1’ 
tone. In terms of the integrated percept, this means that two out of the three links included in this 
organization would be strengthened (‘A1–B’ and ‘B–A2’, but not ‘A2–A1’). In terms of the 
segregated percept, only every other link would be strengthened for the ‘A’ tone set (‘A1–A2’, but 
not ‘A2–A1’), and no sequential link would be strengthened for the ‘B’ tone set. 
In condition 4 (integrated and segregated organizations predictable), the three tones within 
an ‘ABA’ triplet were assigned the same step value (as in condition 3), and the step for the next 
triplet was chosen based on a regular progression from 1 to 9 and back (as in condition 2). This led 
to a pattern of the type ‘111-222-333-444-555…’ for the overall (‘ABA–’) cycle. In this condition, 
sequential predictability was present for all possible pairs of tones. 
In condition 5 (no-variation control), the nominal value of each feature (i.e., step 5) was 
chosen for each tone. Audio example files for each of the five conditions are available online at 
http://www.uni-oldenburg.de/fileadmin/user_upload/psycho/ag/psychophysio/audio/. 
Procedure. Participants were instructed to listen to the tone sequences and to continuously 
indicate their percepts by depressing one of three specified buttons on the response pad (lower left, 
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lower right, or upper right). The fourth (upper left) button served to initiate the stimulus block. 
Participants were not made aware of the presence of the predictable patterns in the different 
conditions; they were simply asked to fulfill the same listening task for each stimulus block. For 
marking their percepts, participants were instructed to choose between four response alternatives: 
Integrated (depress one button) when they perceived the low and high tones as one coherent stream, 
Segregated (depress another button) when they perceived a low and a high stream in parallel, Both 
(depress a third button) when they perceived a stream consisting of low and high tones and an 
additional separate stream consisting of only low or only high tones, and Neither (release all 
buttons) when their current percept did not fall into any of these categories. The assignment of 
Integrated, Segregated and Both responses to the three buttons was counterbalanced across 
participants. Participants were encouraged to employ a neutral listening set, refraining from 
attempting to perceive the sequences according to one or another organization. The experimenter 
made sure that participants understood the types of percepts they were required to report using both 
auditory and visual illustrations. 
The order of the five conditions (blocks) was separately randomized for each participant. A 
break of at least 30 seconds separated successive stimulus blocks, with additional time given to the 
participant as needed. Before the first experimental block, 1-min practice blocks were given as long 
as needed to clarify the instructions and the button-response assignment. Stimuli in the training 
block were chosen according to condition 1 (no perceptual organization predictable) in order to 
familiarize participants with the feature variation while not pre-exposing them to the regular 
patterns. 
Data recording and analysis. The state of the three response buttons was continuously 
recorded with a sampling rate of 250 Hz. Before analyzing the button presses, all cases in which the 
duration between successive responses was shorter than 300 ms were discarded because these were 
assumed to result from inaccuracies in synchronizing the button presses and releases [34]. After this 
correction (which on average led to the exclusion of 0.62% of the responses), perceptual phases 
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were extracted from the participants’ button presses. A perceptual phase is thus defined as the 
perception of the same sound organization for more than 300 ms. 
Ten perceptual measures were derived separately for each participant and condition. The 
proportion of Integrated denotes the percentage of time in which an ‘Integrated’ percept was 
reported. The mean duration of Integrated indicates the average duration of ‘Integrated’ perceptual 
phases. Proportions and mean durations for Segregated, Both and Neither percepts were defined in 
an analogous manner. In addition, the latency of the first Integrated percept (the time from the start 
of the tone sequence to the onset of the first integrated perceptual phase) and the latency of the first 
Segregated percept (defined in an analogous manner) were determined. These latencies reflect the 
time it takes for the integrated or segregated organization to become the dominant percept for the 
first time. This period may or may not contain other perceptual phases. Because the ‘Both’ response 
very rarely appears as the first reported percept in a stimulus block and the ‘Neither’ response is 
indistinguishable from the delay to the first reported response, the latencies of the first integrated 
and segregated percept fairly well capture the dynamics of perception at the beginning of the 
stimulus block. Note that because each participant in each condition only records a single first 
percept, it is not possible to statistically analyze first percepts separately for ‘Integrated’ and 
‘Segregated’. 
All duration analyses were carried out with log-transformed duration values to accommodate 
skewed distributions of the duration measures. The log scale was converted back to seconds for 
reporting mean durations and for display purposes. 
Because the proportion of ‘Neither’ percepts was very low (0.69% across conditions; range 
0.15% to 1.27%) and because neither the proportion nor the mean duration of ‘Neither’ percepts 
were affected by condition (all p values > .05), these two variables were excluded from further 
analysis. Condition effects were assessed for each of the remaining eight dependent measures 
(proportions of ‘Integrated’, ‘Segregated’, and ‘Both’ percepts; mean durations of ‘Integrated’, 
‘Segregated’, and ‘Both’ percepts; latencies of the first ‘Integrated’ and first ‘Segregated’ percepts). 
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 First, a control analysis was performed to examine the effects of introducing feature 
variation on the perceptual reports. To this end, conditions 4 and 5 were compared by means of 
two-tailed, paired-sample Student’s t tests. Note that conditions 4 and 5 are identical with respect to 
predictability (they are regular both in the integrated and in the segregated organization) and differ 
only in the presence versus absence of feature variation.  
For comparison with previous studies that did not distinguish between the amount of feature 
variation and the predictability of the features, a second control analysis was performed to assess 
the combined effects of introducing feature variation and unpredictability. To this end, conditions 1 
(random feature variation, thus unpredictable) and 5 (no variation, thus predictable) were compared 
by means of two-tailed, paired-sample Student’s t tests. 
The main experimental analysis held the amount of long-term feature variation constant (by 
using only those conditions with feature variation, 1 to 4) and assessed the effects of introducing 
predictability to the tone transitions belonging to the integrated percept, to the segregated percept, 
or to both the integrated and segregated percepts (compared to the lack of predictability in the 
baseline condition). This was done in a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the 
factors predictability of the integrated organization (2 levels: predictable vs. unpredictable) and 
predictability of the segregated organization (2 levels: predictable vs. unpredictable). In this 
analysis, conditions 1/4 correspond to the cases where both types of predictability are 
absent/present, condition 2 corresponds to integrated unpredictable/segregated predictable, and 
condition 3 corresponds to integrated predictable/segregated unpredictable. 
 
Results 
Figure 2 shows the group-average proportions of the ‘Integrated’, ‘Segregated’, ‘Both’ and 
‘Neither’ percepts for the five different conditions. Figure 3 shows the group-average mean phase 
durations of the four percepts in each condition. Figure 4 shows the group-average latencies of the 
first ‘Integrated’ and ‘Segregated’ percepts in each condition. All three figures suggest that 
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perceptual reports were numerically affected by the experimental manipulations, consistent with the 
hypotheses. 
--- insert Figures 2, 3, 4 at about here --- 
Perceptual reports in condition 4 (with feature variation, but predictable in the integrated and 
segregated organizations) were slightly shifted towards stream integration when compared with 
condition 5 (without feature variation, thus also predictable in the two organizations). The control 
analysis comparing these conditions (cf. Table 1) showed that none of these differences reached 
statistical significance (all p values > .05), although some tendencies were observed (some p 
values < 0.10). These results suggest that the introduction of feature variation without changing the 
predictability of the sequence had relatively small effects. 
--- insert Table 1 at about here --- 
Perceptual reports in condition 1 (with unpredictable feature variation) were slightly shifted 
away from stream integration when compared with condition 5 (without feature variation). The 
control analysis comparing these conditions (cf. Table 2) again showed that none of the differences 
reached statistical significance (all p values > .05), although again some tendencies were observed 
(some p values < 0.10). These results suggest that the introduction of random feature variation (i.e., 
jointly changing the amount of feature variation and the predictability of the sequence) also had 
relatively small effects. Notably, introducing predictable (condition 4) or random (condition 1) 
feature variation tended to cause effects in opposite directions relative to the no-variation control 
condition (5). 
--- insert Table 2 at about here --- 
In the main experimental analysis, the amount of long-term feature variation was held 
constant, and the effects of introducing predictability were examined. Table 3 summarizes the 
results of the two-factorial ANOVAs assessing the effects of introducing predictability to the tone 
transitions belonging to the integrated percept (integrated organization predictable) and to the 
segregated percept (segregated organization predictable) as well as their interaction.  
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--- insert Table 3 at about here --- 
Introducing predictability into the integrated organization had pronounced effects on almost 
all dependent measures: It increased the proportion of integrated reports and decreased the 
proportion of segregated reports; it prolonged the duration of integrated perceptual phases and 
shortened the duration of segregated phases; it led to an earlier discovery of the integrated percept 
and to a later discovery of the segregated percept.  
Introducing predictability into the segregated organization also affected the perceptual 
reports, although the effects were less pronounced than those of predictability within the integrated 
organization. Predictability of the segregated organization significantly increased the proportion of 
segregated reports, but decreased the proportion of integrated reports only by tendency (p = .10). 
The main effect on the proportion of segregated reports was qualified by an interaction of the 
effects of integrated and segregated predictability: When the integrated organization was 
predictable, there was no significant effect of additionally making the segregated organization 
predictable (comparison of conditions 3 and 4, t(19) = 1.162, p = .260). In contrast, when the 
integrated organization was unpredictable, making the segregated organization predictable 
significantly increased the proportion of segregated reports (comparison of conditions 1 and 2, 
t(19) = 3.717, p < .01). 
Introducing predictability into the segregated organization did not affect the mean duration 
of integrated or segregated perceptual phases, but it led to an earlier discovery of the segregated 
percept. Furthermore, it reduced the proportion and the mean duration of ‘Both’ perceptual phases. 
These main effects on the ‘Both’ percept were qualified by an interaction of the effects of integrated 
and segregated predictability. This interaction was caused by the fact that perceptual reports of 
‘Both’ were enhanced only in one specific condition: When neither the integrated nor the 
segregated organization were predictable (condition 1), there was a higher proportion of ‘Both’ 
percepts (12%) than in any other condition as determined by pairwise follow-up t tests (condition 2: 
3%, p < .05; condition 3: 2%, p = .069; condition 4: 1%, p < .05). There was a tendency towards a 
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similar pattern of results for the mean duration of ‘Both’ percepts (condition 1 vs. 2, p = .056; 
condition 1 vs. 3: p = .096; condition 1 vs. 4: p < .01). 
In summary, introducing predictability into the integrated organization clearly promoted the 
perception of stream integration. Introducing predictability into the segregated organization 
supported the perception of stream segregation, though stronger effects were observed in the 
absence than in the presence of additional integrated predictability. When neither the integrated nor 
the segregated organizations were predictable, perceptual reports of ‘Both’ increased. 
 
Discussion 
The present study was designed to investigate the effects of predictability on auditory stream 
integration and segregation in an ‘ABA–’ tone paradigm. This was done by independent 
manipulations of predictability in the overall ‘ABA–’ sequence and separately in the ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
subsequences. In line with the hypotheses, predictability in the overall ‘ABA–’ sequence supported 
stream integration, whereas separate predictability in the ‘A’ and ‘B’ subsequences supported 
stream segregation. These effects were so pronounced as to change perceptual reports from 62% 
Integrated / 35% Segregated (condition 3, integrated organization predictable) to 26% Integrated / 
73% Segregated (condition 2, segregated organization predictable). In other words, perception 
qualitatively flipped from predominantly integrated to predominantly segregated. This demonstrates 
a huge dynamic range within which predictability can affect perceptual organization, at least for a 
balanced combination of frequency separation and presentation rate. Note that feature similarity 
between the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones, otherwise the strongest determinant of stream segregation versus 
integration [2,3,7], did not change at all between the different predictability conditions. 
The independent manipulation of predictability was possible by systematically changing the 
sequential linkage between successive tones within each set (‘A–A–A’ and ‘B–B–B’) or across the 
sets (‘A–B’ and ‘B–A’). Tones that are predictive of each other can be assumed to be more strongly 
linked in perception, and thus should be more likely to form a coherent stream [16–18,33]. This 
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idea had been empirically demonstrated by introducing predictability separately into the ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
tone sets and showing that this increases stream segregation relative to an unpredictable control 
condition [5,30]. The present study replicates these earlier findings (cf. the contrast of conditions 1 
and 2). The converse case, in which predictability would be introduced into the overall ‘ABA–’ 
sequence without making the ‘A’ and ‘B’ subsequences predictable, had not yet been empirically 
tested. The novel contribution of the present study lies in the demonstration that making the overall 
sequence predictable enhances stream integration relative to an unpredictable control condition (cf. 
the contrast of conditions 1 and 3). This result further supports the view that predictive relations 
between tones increase their sequential linkage and thus their perceptual coherence in an auditory 
stream ([16–18,33]; see also early work by [6,19,21,22]). 
Previous studies [5,30] have also attempted to delineate how the effect of predictability on 
the distribution of the perceptual reports was brought about. They did this by analyzing the average 
phase durations for the different perceptual states as a measure of perceptual stability. Results 
suggested that introducing predictability separately into the ‘A’ and ‘B’ subsequences increases the 
proportion of ‘Segregated’ perceptual reports only by prolonging segregated percepts, but not by 
shortening integrated percepts (cf. [35]). This was taken to imply that predictability is only 
evaluated for the currently dominant perceptual organization [5,30]. Hence, predictability was 
considered a higher-order cue that comes into play only after a perceptual decision has been made, 
and that is acting only to stabilize the resulting percept [35].  
Results of the present study are not as clear-cut as the previous ones in this respect. The 
effect of predictability within the integrated organization on the proportion of integrated and 
segregated perceptual reports was caused by prolonging (i.e. stabilizing) integrated percepts, but 
also by cutting short segregated percepts (i.e., causing switches back to integration). This pattern of 
results is more consistent with that of a primary cue that affects the initial perceptual decision 
between stream integration and segregation [5,30,35,36]. The effect of predictability within the 
segregated organization on the proportion of segregated and integrated perceptual reports could not 
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be attributed to a change in duration of the segregated or integrated percept (neither of these effects 
were significant). Instead, it was mainly caused by an earlier discovery of the segregated percept in 
the presence of segregated predictability. Thus the segregated percept entered the dynamic 
competition earlier, and thereby could be experienced for a larger proportion of the time than in the 
absence of segregated predictability. This pattern is also suggestive of segregated predictability 
acting as a primary rather than a higher-order cue [5,30,35,36]. This finding qualitatively differs 
from those of previous regularity manipulation experiments [5,30]. The reason for this discrepancy 
is unclear: It might stem from differences in the employed regularities or in the features that were 
carrying the regularities (multiple co-varying features in the present study). Future studies should 
explicitly contrast the effects of different types of feature regularities and investigate whether this 
affects the stage at which regularities exert their influence (i.e., primary vs. higher-order effect). 
This is particularly relevant as temporal predictability may be qualitatively different from 
predictability in other feature dimensions such as frequency and location [37]. 
Another possibility is that the complexity of the predictability manipulation determines 
whether primary or higher-order effects are obtained. Although the present way of manipulating 
predictability was not based on simple repetition, it was still less complex than the regular patterns 
used in some previous studies associated with higher-order effects of the predictability manipulation 
[5,30]. Using smooth progression between the feature values causes smaller short-term variation of 
the features for the predictable compared to the unpredictable conditions.. It is possible that 
“feature-shift” detectors picked up such gradual changes [38], providing information for auditory 
scene analysis processes without the need for extracting predictability. Future studies should thus 
implement predictability manipulations in which the characteristics of tone-to-tone transitions (i.e., 
short-term feature variation) are identical between the predictable and unpredictable conditions. 
This would also be important for further distinguishing between genuine effects of predictability 
and the Gestalt principle of continuity [1].  
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Notwithstanding these limitations, the present study adds to the growing body of evidence 
on predictability as a cue within auditory scene analysis [4,5,28–32], but over and above that, it 
offers a generalization of previous approaches. Each of the manipulations employed in previous 
studies can be mapped onto one of the present manipulations.  
The present comparison of conditions 1 (no perceptual organization predictable) and 5 (no-
variation control) corresponds to the approach of making the whole sequence unpredictable by 
jittering some feature values of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones and comparing the perception of such 
sequences to those with a constant (thereby predictable) arrangement ([8] for frequency; [23] for 
timing; [24] for timing in a biasing introduction sequence). As noted above, this entails a parallel 
manipulation of feature variation and predictability; moreover, predictability of the integrated and 
the segregated perceptual organization are affected in parallel. Because these co-varying factors 
partly act in opposite directions, it is not surprising to see that the effects of this manipulation are 
relatively low both in the present study (cf. Table 2) and in previous studies [8,23,24]. These 
results, although informative e.g. for computational model of auditory scene analysis, are not 
conclusive concerning the role of predictability as a cue for stream segregation or integration. 
The present comparison of conditions 1 (no perceptual organization predictable) and 4 
(integrated and segregated organizations predictable) corresponds to the approach of comparing a 
randomly jittered version of the ‘ABA–’ / ‘ABAB’ sequence with an equal overall amount of jitter 
but arranged in predictable patterns ([39] for the succession of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones; [23] for slight 
variations in the ‘A’ and ‘B’ frequency values). Although the amount of long-term variation is 
controlled for in this comparison, the approach still leads to a parallel manipulation of predictability 
for the integrated and segregated perceptual organizations. Any resulting effects on stream 
integration and segregation would again act in opposite directions. This explains why no effects on 
perception were caused by this manipulation in previous studies [23,39]. In the present study, 
condition 4 was perceived as somewhat more integrated than condition 1; this is consistent with a 
generally larger effect of integrated than segregated predictability in the present dataset. 
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Nevertheless, due to the confounding parallel influence on integrated and segregated predictability, 
these results are again not informative as to the role of predictability within sequential auditory 
scene analysis. 
The present comparison of conditions 1 (no perceptual organization predictable) and 2 
(segregated organization predictable) corresponds to the approach of some more recent studies 
comparing an unpredictable arrangement (random jitter) with a condition in which only one of the 
streams was arranged in a predictable pattern ([4,28,29]; some conditions in [5]) or in which the ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ streams received independent predictable patterns [5,30]. As noted above, all these studies 
have reached the same conclusion as the present one: A selective enhancement of the predictability 
of the segregated organization leads to an increase in the perception of stream segregation.  
The present results suggest that this finding reflects only part of the picture: The opposite 
manipulation, selectively enhancing the predictability of the integrated organization, leads also to a 
strong opposite effect, namely a notable increase in the perception of stream integration. This is 
shown by the present condition 3 (integrated organization predictable) that leads to a higher 
proportion of integrated percepts than any other condition. Together, the effects of selectively 
enhancing integrated versus segregated predictability were three to four times larger than the ones 
previously observed when manipulating segregated predictability alone [5,30]. These pronounced 
predictability effects resulted from directional predictability – i.e., predictive relations that favor 
either integration or segregation, but not both. In information-theoretic terms, condition 4 is more 
predictable than any other condition; yet it does not cause the strongest effects on perception. 
Similarly, condition 1 is less predictable than any other condition; yet again, its effects fall between 
those of the other conditions. The “extreme points” on a continuum of predictability manipulation 
are thus represented by the conditions with only integrated or only segregated predictability (cf. the 
arrangement of conditions on Figures 2, 3 and 4). By conceptualizing other manipulations 
(integrated and segregated predictability / neither integrated nor segregated predictability) as 
intermediate points on this continuum, the present framework can embrace previous investigations 
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and explain why their effects have proven less robust. Future studies attempting to further specify 
the role of predictability within auditory scene analysis should therefore focus on directional 
predictability manipulations in order to avoid the interpretational ambiguities arising from a parallel 
manipulation of integrated and segregated predictability. 
Although not apparent at first sight, the results obtained in a recent study [31] also fit the 
present framework. In this study, a condition without jitter (i.e. predictable via constancy, 
corresponding to present condition 5) was compared against a condition with temporal jitter in the 
‘B’ stream. Such temporal jitter removes predictability from the integrated organization, while the 
segregated organization becomes unpredictable for one of the streams but remains predictable for 
the other stream. The jittered condition of [31] thus reflects a case of partial segregated 
predictability that can be considered to lie in between conditions 1 (no organization predictable) 
and 2 (segregated organization predictable) in the present conceptualization. Consistent with the 
present results, perceptual reports were more segregated in this jittered condition than in the 
constant (predictable) control condition. The authors interpret their finding from the opposite point 
of view, emphasizing that perceptual reports become more integrated in the predictable condition. 
Both views appear equally valid; they essentially depend on the definition of a neutral reference 
point (against which to compare the effects of a given predictability manipulation).  
One further aspect of the present dataset also fits the notion that predictability acts as a 
directional cue. In condition 1 (no perceptual organization predictable), neither the integrated nor 
the segregated perceptual organizations would have been particularly favored for being perceptually 
coherent. This condition was associated with a specific increase in the occurrence of a third 
perceptual alternative, the ‘Both’ percept. ‘Both’ denotes a perceptual category including patterns 
made from one stream containing low and high tones and an additional separate stream containing 
only low or only high tones (e.g., perceiving one stream of ‘AB--AB--AB--‘ and a parallel stream 
of ‘--A---A---A-‘, or perceiving one stream of ‘-BA--BA--BA-‘ and a parallel stream of ‘A---A---
A---’; cf. [40]). Not many previous studies have taken into account the possibility that there might 
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be other perceptual alternatives beyond the classical integrated and segregated patterns described by 
[7]; hence listeners were usually not given the opportunity to denote the ‘Both’ percept by a 
corresponding response button. Consequently, not much is known about the conditions under which 
the ‘Both’ percept occurs, other than that it appears more rarely than the integrated and segregated 
alternatives, and usually enters perceptual competition later than those [9,40]. The present finding 
that the ‘Both’ percept becomes more frequent when neither the integrated nor the segregated 
perceptual organizations are predictable can be interpreted in the framework of perceptual 
coherence [16–18,33]: When the two predominant alternatives (integrated and segregated) do not 
provide “satisfactory” explanations of the sound input due to the absence of predictability, 
perception may start exploring other grouping alternatives. 
Because of the increase in perceptual reports of ‘Both’, condition 1 (no perceptual 
organization predictable) is not a fully neutral condition that lies in between the conditions with 
only integrated or only segregated predictability. In fact, it is difficult to infer from the present 
dataset which condition is most suited as a neutral comparison point for future studies employing 
directional predictability manipulations. Although the differences between conditions 1 (no 
organization predictable), 4 (integrated and segregated organizations predictable with jitter) and 5 
(integrated and segregated organizations predictable without jitter) were not particularly strong (cf. 
Tables 1 and 2), they were also not negligible. From a theoretical point of view, the classical 
version of the ‘ABA–‘ paradigm with constant feature values is least preferable because any 
reduction of predictability relative to this condition necessarily confounds effects of feature 
variation and predictability. Notably, departing from this constant-feature condition by introducing 
predictable feature variation (condition 4) or random feature variation (condition 1) caused small 
effects in opposite directions in the present study. Future studies should bear this in mind and 
ideally implement both control conditions so as to obtain a comprehensive picture.  
Regardless of whether the present conditions 1, 4, or 5 are considered as the most 
appropriate baseline, condition 3 clearly shows an effect of integration beyond baseline, and 
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condition 2 an effect of segregation beyond baseline. Besides the appeal of being able to bias 
perceptual reports in either direction, this finding has important theoretical implications for 
conceptualizing the process of auditory scene analysis. A long-standing debate concerns the issue of 
whether integration represents a “default state” of the auditory perceptual system when exposed to 
an ambiguous sequence (cf. discussion in [41–44]). The “default state” interpretation suggests that 
the system collects evidence only in favor of stream segregation, and whenever the collected 
evidence is not sufficient, sounds are perceived as coming from one sound source (integrated). A 
contrary view posits that stream integration is also an active process that requires the collection of 
perceptual evidence (e.g., [18,45]). The present results show that enhancing the predictability of the 
integrated organization biases perception towards integration independently of the presence or 
absence of predictability in the segregated organization. This suggests that integration is not a 
“default mode” of organizing sequential input: The system is also considering cues that favor 
stream integration. This suggests that all organizations are “equal” in that they must be supported by 
cues present in the auditory input. This conclusion is consistent with other recent work challenging 
the view of “integration by default” [9,46]. 
In conclusion, the present study demonstrates that sequential predictability can flexibly 
support either the integrated or the segregated perception of an auditory sequence when it is set up 
as a directional cue, selectively affecting predictability of only the integrated or only the segregated 
perceptual organization. Furthermore, results suggest a continuum between these extreme points 
along which previous studies can be grouped to understand the presence, direction and strength of 
the effect of a given predictability manipulation on auditory perception. 
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Tables 
Table 1: Results of the first control analysis assessing the effects of feature variation independently 
of predictability. Conditions 4 (with predictable feature variation) and 5 (without feature variation) 
were compared.  
Dependent measure Condition 4 Condition 5 Statistical comparison 
Proportion of Integrated 56% 45% t(19) = 1.897, p = .073 
Proportion of Segregated 41% 51% t(19) = -1.725, p = .101 
Proportion of Both 3% 4% t(19) = -0.167, p = .869 
Mean duration of Integrated 8.46 s 7.88 s t(19) = 0.257, p = .800 
Mean duration of Segregated 6.56 s 10.91 s t(19) = -1.950, p = .066 
Mean duration of Both 0.49 s 0.66 s t(19) = -0.674, p = .508 
Latency of first Integrated percept 4.65 s 4.25 s t(19) = 0.590, p = .562 
Latency of first Segregated percept 27.81 s 16.85 s t(19) = 1.602, p = .126 
 
Table 2: Results of the second control analysis assessing the combined effects of introducing feature 
variation and unpredictability into the ‘ABA–‘ sequence. Conditions 1 (with random feature 
variation) and 5 (without feature variation) were compared.  
Dependent measure Condition 1 Condition 5 Statistical comparison 
Proportion of Integrated 34% 45% t(19) = -1.706, p = .104 
Proportion of Segregated 53% 51% t(19) = 0.297, p = .770 
Proportion of Both 12% 4% t(19) = 1.690, p = .108 
Mean duration of Integrated 5.03 s 7.88 s t(19) = -1.212, p = .241 
Mean duration of Segregated 10.01 s 10.91 s t(19) = -0.346, p = .733 
Mean duration of Both 1.43 s 0.66 s t(19) = 1.763, p = .094 
Latency of first Integrated percept 4.58 s 4.25 s t(19) = 0.217, p = .831 
Latency of first Segregated percept 16.05 s 16.85 s t(19) = -0.202, p = .842 
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Table 3: Group-average mean values and statistical results of the main experimental analysis 
assessing the effect of predictability while holding the amount of long-term feature variation 























62% 56% 34% 26% 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 32.818, p < .001 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 2.984, p = .100 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 0.339, p = .568 
Proportion of 
Segregated 
35% 41% 53% 73% 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 28.835, p < .001 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 9.306, p < .01 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 5.584, p < .05 
Proportion of 
Both 
2% 3% 12% 1% 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 2.324, p = .144 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 6.596, p < .05 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 3.905, p = .063 
Mean duration 
of Integrated 
8.51 s 8.46 s 5.03 s 3.62 s 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 8.872, p < .01 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 0.429, p = .520 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 0.618, p = .442 
Mean duration 
of Segregated 
5.89 s 6.56 s 10.01 s 10.51 s 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 5.811, p < .05 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 0.177, p = .679 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 0.029, p = .867 
Mean duration 
of Both 
0.57 s 0.49 s 1.43 s 0.34 s 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 0.900, p = .355 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 7.334, p < .05 




3.70 s 4.65 s 4.58 s 7.58 s 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 4.432, p < .05 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 2.166, p = .157 





39.11 s 27.81 s 16.05 s 8.66 s 
Integrated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 36.519, p < .001 
Segregated organization predictable: F(1,19) = 7.014, p < .05 
Interaction: F(1,19) = 0.921, p = .349 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1: Stimulus sequence examples for the five experimental conditions of the present study. 
Time is represented on the X axis and frequency on the Y axis of all panels. Shading of the tones 
corresponds to the feature steps (1-9) used for the conjoint manipulation of timing, frequency, and 
location. Dotted lines indicate the presence of predictive relations between successive tones (i.e., 
the feature values of one tone are predictive of the feature values of the next tone in one or both 
perceptual organizations). For tones that are not connected with a dotted line, the succession of the 
feature values is random. See main text for details.   
 
Figure 2: Group-average (N=20) proportions of ‘Integrated’ (Int), ‘Segregated’ (Seg), ‘Both’ (Bot) 
and ‘Neither’ (Nei) percepts as a function of experimental condition. Means and standard errors of 
mean are displayed. 
 
Figure 3: Group-average (N=20) mean phase durations for ‘Integrated’ (Int), ‘Segregated’ (Seg), 
‘Both’ (Bot) and ‘Neither’ (Nei) percepts as a function of experimental condition. Means and 
standard errors of mean are displayed. Duration data were log-transformed for the analyses. They 
are shown here after being converted back to seconds for display purposes. 
 
Figure 4: Group-average (N=20) latencies of the first ‘Integrated’ (Int) and ‘Segregated’ (Seg) 
percepts in the stimulus block as a function of experimental condition. Means and standard errors of 
mean are displayed. Latency data were log-transformed for the analyses. They are shown here after 
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